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generates excitement and transcendence for the community participating in and 
witnessing the event. Unfortunately there have been several high-profile deaths 
from snakebite in these rituals, causing some states to outlaw the practice.

(4) Providing Reasons: Belief systems provide explanations for life’s events. 
Humans want to understand why we do things in certain ways and why bad things 
happen to good people. Religious traditions also provide reasons for behaviors, such 
as why certain foods can or can’t be eaten by people of certain religious commu-
nities. Practitioners may not know the origins of these restrictions; however, many 
anthropologists believe that some of the major food taboos are linked to the envi-
ronmental pressures found in places where religions first developed. The Muslim 
and Jewish taboos on eating pork are explored in Box 10.1.

Many belief systems teach that everything that happens in life is predetermined. 
Therefore, when a misfortune occurs, a believer might say “everything happens for a 
reason.” A divine plan into which life events fit is less frightening and chaotic than 
one in which accidents happen for no reason at all.

(5) Solving Problems: As many societies attribute the causes of events to super-
natural beings and forces, they also seek help from them when problems arise. 
Prayer is one of the most common ways that individuals request assistance, either 
in a communal setting or alone. Many ritual behaviors such as prayers and ceremo-
nies are done with the purpose of solving an immediate problem, such as asking for 
rain during a drought, consulting the astrological charts for an auspicious day for 

BOX 10.1 food matters: Religious food Taboos

Why do Jews and Muslims avoid eating pork? 
The emic (internal) answer calls pigs “dirty” and 
disease-carrying. In seeking an etic (external) 
answer, anthropologist Marvin Harris (1985) 
examines the environmental conditions in which 
these religions developed. As mentioned earlier 
in this text, his framework, cultural materialism, 
focuses on the interaction of people and their 
environments.

Harris explains that the pig was not well adapted 
to the dry, hot grasslands of the Middle East 
where the early Abrahamic religions developed. 
It was used to shadier, wetter climates in which 
it could keep a cool body temperature (pigs have 
no sweat glands, making them poorly adapted 
to a desert-like environment). Not only must 

humans provide shelter and water to keep pigs 

cool, but pigs also compete for resources, eating 

the foods that humans live on. In contrast, cows, 

sheep, and goats live happily on pasture, leaving 

grains for human consumption.

As farming expanded, suitable habitat for pigs 

decreased. It became too costly to raise pigs for 

meat, which is a pig’s only real product. You can’t 

milk a pig easily. It’s hard to imagine trying to 

wear clothing made of pig hair like you can with 

the wool of a sheep. Thus, they became codi-

fied in religious law as unsuitable to eat. In this 

way, the ban on pork among Jews and Muslims 

supported the expansion of farms and the raising 

of pasture animals, which were “good to eat.”
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